Using a Decision Tree Algorithm Predictive Model for Sperm Count Assessment and Risk Factors in Health Screening Population
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Purpose: Approximately 20% of couples face infertility challenges and struggle to conceive naturally. Despite advances in artificial reproduction, its success hinges on sperm quality. Our previous study used five machine learning (ML) algorithms, random forest, stochastic gradient boosting, least absolute shrinkage and selection operator regression, ridge regression, and extreme gradient boosting, to model health data from 1375 Taiwanese males and identified ten risk factors affecting sperm count.

Methods: We employed the CART algorithm to generate decision trees using identified risk factors to predict healthy sperm counts. Four error metrics, SMAPE, RAE, RRSE, and RMSE, were used to evaluate the decision trees. We identified the top five decision trees based on their low errors and discussed in detail the tree with the least error.

Results: The decision tree featuring the least error, comprising BMI, UA, ST, T-Cho/HDL-C ratio, and BUN, corroborated the negative impacts of metabolic syndrome, particularly high BMI, on sperm count, while emphasizing the link between good sleep and male fertility. Our study also sheds light on the potentially significant influence of high BUN on spermatogenesis. Two novel risk factors, T-Cho/HDL-C and UA, warrant further investigation.

Conclusion: The ML algorithm established a predictive model for healthcare personnel to assess low sperm counts. Refinement of the model using additional data is crucial for improved precision. The risk factors identified offer avenues for future investigations.
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Introduction

Taiwan, like many other developed countries, is experiencing a persistent decline in fertility and birth rates.1 Economic pressures have become a significant factor contributing to couples postponing their plans for starting a family. In addition, as individuals age, the risk of developing metabolic syndrome increases. Metabolic syndrome has been identified as potentially influencing the quality of male and female gametes.2,3 However, it is important to note that previous studies predominantly concentrated on infertile individuals who might not fully represent the general population. Therefore, there is a need to explore and understand the impact of metabolic syndrome and other risk factors on gamete quality of the general population to gain a comprehensive understanding of fertility-related implications for aging individuals. Furthermore, sperm count and other sperm parameters significantly affect the success of assisted reproductive techniques. Healthcare providers can potentially improve a patient’s sperm count by addressing risk factors that might predict it.
Machine learning (ML) methods are powerful tools that exploit data-driven algorithms to construct predictive models and uncover complex interactions and non-linear relationships between variables.\textsuperscript{4,5} These techniques are widely applied in healthcare and medical informatics, demonstrating their potential for improving diagnostics, treatment, and patient outcomes.\textsuperscript{6–8} Despite the extensive use of ML in various medical domains, there is a notable lack of research using ML methods to specifically explore sperm count-related problems.\textsuperscript{9,10} In a previous study of sperm count, we used five predictive ML algorithms, namely random forest, stochastic gradient boosting, least absolute shrinkage and selection operator regression, ridge regression, and extreme gradient boosting. The data for the study were sourced from the MJ Group, a prominent health screening center in Taiwan.\textsuperscript{11} The main objective of the study was to use a feature selection (FS) method to identify significant risk factors influencing sperm count in a healthy male population. FS is popular in many clinical studies because it can provide valuable information that may be helpful to clinicians when interpreting risk factors.\textsuperscript{12–14} It has three common approaches: wrapper, filtering, and embedded.\textsuperscript{15,16} The embedded approach was used in a previous study. Embedded refers to a built-in mechanism of an ML model that enables it to select features during construction. Models adopting the embedded approach are more efficient and perform well when making predictions.\textsuperscript{14–16} Moreover, because models with the embedded approach can effectively handle data with complex features and extract helpful information, they can improve clinicians’ interpretation of risk factors during diagnosis.

We previously identified the top 10 risk factors affecting sperm counts; these factors, except for sleep time and alpha-fetoprotein, could be grouped into two clusters. The first cluster includes factors related to metabolic syndrome, indicating that they play a crucial role in influencing sperm count. The second cluster comprises nutritional metabolites, suggesting that these diet-related factors also have a significant impact on sperm count.

The decision tree algorithm from ML methods is popular in clinical studies,\textsuperscript{17–20} not only because of its promising performance, but also due to its ability to generate tree-shaped decision rules that provide valuable information for decision-making. In this study, we used the well-known classification and regression tree (CART) algorithm along with the previously identified 10 risk factors to create a hierarchical decision support model. This model ranked the risk factors from those with the highest to those with the lowest impact on sperm count and matched the male patients with these predicted sperm counts, as well as offering personalized solutions for medical specialists to help individual male patients increase their sperm counts.

Materials and Methods

Data

The data analyzed in this study were sourced from our previous study.\textsuperscript{11} The research protocol of this study underwent the same rigorous evaluation as our previous study. We conducted the study in full compliance with the guidelines of the Declaration of Helsinki, ensuring ethical treatment of all participants. Prior to any analysis, we took measures to anonymize all data to meet the ethical requirements outlined by the institutional review board. In this continuation of the research program, we employed the previously identified 10 risk factors to construct predictive decision trees for estimating sperm count. Each decision tree was trained using the data collected to identify the best model for accurate sperm count estimation.\textsuperscript{11} We present the attributes of the participants, which include descriptive statistics for both the independent (X1–X29) and the dependent (sperm count) variables, in Supplementary Table S1. The process of subject selection is illustrated in Figure 1. A total of 71,108 members from the MJ health-check-up-based population database (MJPD) were initially recruited. We excluded 40,853 subjects with missing data on the main study variables, six subjects older than 50 years with uneven distribution across study groups, and 28,874 non-male subjects who did not undergo sperm count or motility tests during their annual health examination. After exclusion, 1375 eligible male subjects remained.

Analytical Methods

We employed the CART method to generate decision rules. The fundamental concept behind CART is relatively straightforward; it involves recursively partitioning the input space into smaller regions based on the values of various features or attributes of the data. Throughout this partitioning process, CART seeks optimized cutting criteria to form
tree-shaped decision rules that minimize prediction errors. These cutting criteria represent the nodes of the decision tree, while the predictions resulting from a specific rule set are represented by the leaves on the decision tree. In other words, the decision rules derived from CART consist of multiple nodes and their corresponding leaves.\textsuperscript{21,22} This methodology allowed us to create an interpretable model that could provide valuable insights into the relationships between the input features and the target variable (in this case, sperm count). By analyzing these decision rules, we could gain a better understanding of how different factors influenced sperm count estimation and obtain valuable information for clinical interpretation.

Before constructing the CART model, the data of subjects selected from the MJPD underwent a comprehensive preprocessing phase. During this preprocessing stage, various approaches were considered, including missing value exclusion and generation of dummied class codes. Once the data cleaning was completed, the preprocessed data were used to build the CART model. To construct the CART model, the data were first randomly split into a training set (80% of the data) and a testing set (20% of the data). As CART involved hyper-parameter tuning, the training set was further randomly divided into five folds for cross-validation (CV). In each CV iteration, one-fold was used as the validation set, and the remaining data were used to train the model. This process was repeated five times, with each fold serving as the validation set once, allowing us to determine the most optimized hyper-parameter set during the CV process. Subsequently, the tuned CART model was evaluated using the testing dataset.

For robustness and reliability, this entire process, including hyper-parameter tuning with 10-fold CV for constructing the CART model, was repeated 100 times in this study. The entire construction process is presented in Figure 2. The CART models were built using R software (version 4.2.3), with RStudio (version 1.1.453) used as the integrated development environment. Specifically, the “rpart” package (version 4.1.19) was employed for constructing the CART models, while the “caret” package (version 6.0–94) was used for hyper-parameter tuning with 10-fold CV. To evaluate the performance of the constructed CART models, four error metrics were employed in this study: symmetric mean absolute percentage error (SMAPE); relative absolute error (RAE); root relative squared error (RRSE); and root mean squared error (RMSE). The “MLmetrics” package (version 1.1.1) was used to compute the RAE metric, while the
“Metrics” package (version 0.1.4) was employed for calculating SMAPE, RRSE, and RMSE. These error metrics served as important indicators of the model’s accuracy and effectiveness in estimating sperm counts.

**Results**

A total of 100 trees were generated in a series of 100 rounds for constructing the CART model. These trees varied slightly in their decision rules due to the random data splits in each training round. To identify the most effective CART model, the five trees with the lowest error rates were selected for comparison; their details are provided in Table 1. The evaluation of the top five CART trees focused on the main performance metric, RMSE, along with RAE, RRSE, and SMAPE, to ensure the robustness of the constructed trees. The ranking in Tables 1 and 2 is based on RMSE, with the tree with the least error assigned rank 1. The analysis of the performance of trees 1 to 5 showed that tree 1 outperformed the others: it had the lowest RMSE (50.057), RAE (0.996), RRSE (1.022), and SMAPE (0.564) values. Notably, the
performance of all trees was relatively close, indicating the stability of the CART model when applied to the data used in this study. In conclusion, the results demonstrate the stability of CART for estimating sperm counts, with tree 1 exhibiting the best overall performance among the top five trees evaluated.

Figures 3 and 4 display the decision tree plots corresponding to the trees from the CART model ranked top five in Table 1. Figures 3 shows the decision tree plots of trees 2 to 5. These plots demonstrate how the decision rules can vary slightly when the model is trained using randomly split data. It is important to note that these trees are among the top-performing ones and showcase their potential for accurately estimating sperm counts. Figure 4 is the main focus of this study. It represents the decision tree plot of tree 1, which is the best model in terms of overall performance. The decision rules depicted in this decision tree plot were derived from the data splits during training, leading to the model with the lowest error rates and the highest accuracy in sperm count estimation. By analyzing these tree plots, we gained valuable insights into how the CART model made decisions and predicted sperm counts based on the input features. The variability in decision rules of the top five trees highlights the sensitivity of the model to data fluctuations and underscores the need for robustness in model selection. In summary, Figures 3 and 4 provide a visual representation of the decision-making process of the top-performing CART trees, with Figure 4 being the primary focus as it represents the best model for sperm count estimation.

Figure 4 shows the decision rules extracted from tree 1 presented as the decision tree plot. The nodes in the plot (highlighted in green) represent the optimal cutting criteria identified by the CART model. For instance, in the first node (body mass index [BMI]), if the BMI value is ≥24.2, the decision branches to the left; otherwise, it takes the right path. When a combination of decision rules (nodes) leads to leaves (highlighted in orange), the corresponding leaves provide the estimated value for sperm count. It is essential to note that this estimated value represents the mean sperm count obtained from the CART model. In other words, the value should be understood as an approximation of sperm count, rather than an absolute value.

Figure 2 allows visualization and interpretation of how the CART model makes decisions based on input features and ultimately provides an estimated sperm count at each leaf of the tree. These results helped to understand the predictive behavior of the model in relation to specific criteria and aided in assessing sperm counts with a reasonable level of

### Table 1 The Top Five Trees Ranked Based on Their Performance After 100 Rounds of CART Model Construction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>CART</th>
<th>RMSE</th>
<th>RAE</th>
<th>RRSE</th>
<th>SMAPE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Tree 1</td>
<td>50.057</td>
<td>0.996</td>
<td>1.022</td>
<td>0.564</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Tree 2</td>
<td>52.182</td>
<td>1.027</td>
<td>1.032</td>
<td>0.611</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Tree 3</td>
<td>52.702</td>
<td>1.039</td>
<td>1.041</td>
<td>0.576</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Tree 4</td>
<td>53.715</td>
<td>1.053</td>
<td>1.048</td>
<td>0.626</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Tree 5</td>
<td>53.875</td>
<td>1.035</td>
<td>1.053</td>
<td>0.579</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2 Decision Rules of Tree 1 for Sperm Count Estimation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule No.</th>
<th>Combination of Clinical Factors</th>
<th>Cases</th>
<th>Estimated Sperm Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[1]</td>
<td>BMI (≥24.2)</td>
<td>490</td>
<td>47.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[2]</td>
<td>BMI (&lt;24.2) + UA (&lt;6.65)</td>
<td>377</td>
<td>53.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[3]</td>
<td>BMI (&lt;24.2) + UA (≥6.65) + ST (&lt;7 hours)</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>43.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[4]</td>
<td>BMI (&lt;24.2) + UA (≥6.65) + ST (≥7 hours) + C/H (≥4.96)</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>96.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[5]</td>
<td>BMI (&lt;24.2) + UA (≥6.65) + ST (≥7 hours) + C/H (&lt;4.96) + BMI (≥20.4)</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[6]</td>
<td>BMI (&lt;24.2) + UA (≥6.65) + ST (≥7 hours) + C/H (&lt;4.96) + BMI (&lt;20.4) + BUN (≥13.4)</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>59.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[7]</td>
<td>BMI (&lt;24.2) + UA (≥6.65) + ST (≥7 hours) + C/H (&lt;4.96) + BMI (&lt;20.4) + BUN (&lt;13.4)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>151.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Estimated sperm count (10^6/mL).
Table 2 shows the various criteria that contributed to the estimation of sperm counts and enables comprehensive exploration of their implications in the context of the study.

Discussion
Although male patients with metabolic syndrome are believed to have semen of lower quality, previous studies of different populations have been inconclusive. No specific values or ranges for this risk factor have been determined, making it challenging for medical specialists to provide guidance to couples seeking pregnancy. Our previous study demonstrated that metabolic syndrome negatively affects sperm counts in generally healthy male populations. To further explore this, we employed ML algorithms and generated risk factors to construct a decision tree (Figure 4). This decision tree prioritized BMI as the initial node, followed by UA, sleep duration, cholesterol-to-high density lipoprotein

Figure 3 Decision tree plots of trees 2, 3, 4, and 5 for sperm count estimation. (a) Tree 2. (b) Tree 3. (c) Tree 4. (d) Tree 5. 
Note: the abbreviations of various medical examination items, please refer to Supplementary Table S1. 
Abbreviations: N, cases number; SC, estimated sperm count (10^6/mL).
ratio (T-Cho/HDL-C), and blood urea nitrogen (BUN) as the final node to explain the observed sperm counts. In our decision tree model, individuals that conformed to a higher number of nodes from the top down were associated with higher sperm counts.

In previous studies, elevated BMI or being overweight has been linked to reduced sperm production, likely due to disruptions in reproductive hormones. Conversely, low BMI or being underweight is also associated with impaired sperm production, although our decision tree does not support this finding.

Interestingly, the penultimate node in our model indicated that even a BMI lower than 20.4 was associated with high sperm counts. The second aspect of our proposed decision tree model was focused on serum uric acid, which is known to influence sperm formation. A systematic review revealed that regular consumption of fish and seafood has a positive impact on sperm quality. It is plausible that elevated serum uric acid levels may be indicative of males’ dietary habits that include a higher intake of purine-rich food, such as seafood. Furthermore, it is possible that other components of food contribute to increased sperm production. One such candidate is omega-3, a polyunsaturated fatty acid commonly found in fish, which has been demonstrated to enhance sperm count and other semen characteristics. However, it is worth noting that our previous investigation included the consumption of omega-3 supplements, but no significant impacts on sperm formation were observed.

In our previous study, we observed that males with shorter sleep durations were prone to low

![Decision tree plot of tree 1 for sperm count estimation.](https://doi.org/10.2147/RMHP.S433193)

**Note:** The abbreviations of various medical examination items, please refer to [Supplementary Table S1](#).

**Abbreviations:** N, cases number; SC, estimated sperm count (10^6/mL).
sperm counts. Our algorithm further revealed that males need more than 7 hours of sleep to achieve high sperm counts. In addition, our decision tree linked a high T-Cho/HDL-C ratio to increased sperm count. Despite the potential for higher risk of cardiovascular disease associated with a higher T-Cho/HDL-C ratio,\textsuperscript{30} it is important to note that high cholesterol levels are associated with improved sperm motility and morphology.\textsuperscript{31} Therefore, having a high T-Cho/HDL-C ratio for a short period might be beneficial to steroidogenesis and spermatogenesis.\textsuperscript{32}

The final node in our decision tree was BUN, representing the amount of urea nitrogen in the blood, which reflects the kidney’s ability to remove waste products from the bloodstream.\textsuperscript{33} Previous studies have demonstrated that properly functioning kidney filtration positively influences sperm count and reproductive hormones.\textsuperscript{34} In our analysis of the general male population, we also observed that a higher BUN level was associated with lower sperm counts. However, it is premature to conclude that males with a one-time high BUN level have poorer kidney functioning compared to males with low BUN levels. Further investigation and data are needed to draw more definitive conclusions.

**Limitations**

Our study has several limitations. Firstly, it is important to note that the predicted sperm count may not fully represent the participant’s actual fertility status. Secondly, further in-depth studies are required for a better understanding of the mechanisms through which these identified risk factors influence sperm count. These factors may affect spermatogenesis directly or indirectly. For example, uric acid, the final metabolite of purine, showed a positive association with sperm count. This may be attributed to male patients consuming high-purine food, such as seafood. However, the association between serum levels and sperm count cannot be solely explained by dietary patterns. For instance, high protein intake could elevate both BUN and uric acid levels at the same time.\textsuperscript{27} Nonetheless, in our established model, BUN and uric acid had opposite effects on sperm count. This suggests that other components of the patient’s diet might contribute to the increase in sperm count.\textsuperscript{35}

Lastly, our model would benefit from a larger dataset to enhance its predictive ability. The order and nodes in the decision tree are subject to change when additional health examination data are incorporated. Continual data input would refine and strengthen the model’s accuracy in predicting sperm count. In conclusion, while our study sheds light on important risk factors influencing sperm count, it has limitations that warrant further research and larger datasets to fully comprehend the complexities of male fertility and reproductive health assessment.

**Conclusions**

The low birth rates in many developed countries are exacerbated by late marriage and advanced maternal age. Establishing a model using laboratory data and lifestyle questionnaires from annual health screenings to predict the sperm count and semen quality of middle-aged men could significantly enhance the conception rate and counteract the declining birth rate. A larger dataset is crucial to further train and refine this decision tree, enabling it to offer more precise and valuable recommendations for patients seeking to improve their sperm counts and fertility.
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